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On November 26, 1984, following a Unit 2 reactor trip on November 24 (see LER
50-37N84-31 for details of the trip), it was discovered that jumpers on two
had/ lag cards which determine overpower delta T (0PDT) setpoints in two of
four instrumentation channels were not installed, thus degrading the ability of
the channels to perform their protective function. The type of cards involved have
many applications in the instrumentation at McGuire; none of which besides OPDT
requires that the jumpers be installed. Deficient vendor drawings and documents
are considered to have been the cause of the condition in that explicit guidance
was not given regarding the need for the jumpers in that application. Corrective
actions include verification that similar jumpers on Unit I were installed
properly, and checks to ensure that current testing procedures are adequate to
detect omission of jumpers in other applications. A safety analysis performed
to evaluate the effects of the missing jumpers concluded that plant safety was
not affected, for three reasons: 1) Two channels were.still available to provide
2 out of 4 logic trip, 2) OPDT is only necessary to provide reactor trip on a
small range of accidents (.4 .8Ft2 steam line breaks outside containment, at power),
and 3) reactor trip would still occur (on overtemperature delta T) before any
safety limit was reached. The health and safety of the public were not affected.
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Introduction: On November 24, 1984, McGuire Unit 2 tripped from 100% power on

an overtemperature delta T (OTDT) signal. This trip is documented in LER 370/84-31.

. During the post-trip review of that incident, it was discovered that lead / lag cards

for 2 of 4 channels in the over power differential temperature (OPDT) setpoint

circuitry were missing Lo-Limiting (JA) Jumpers. The function of the cards is to
Tcalculate a penalty, based on a change in ave, which is applied to the OPDT

ae point. The jumpers are designed to ensure that the setpoint penalty, which is

algebraically subtracted from the setpoint, cannot change sign (become negative

with decreasing T-ave) and thus be nonconservatively added to the OPDT setpoint.

The algorithm which calculates the OPDT setpoint is presented in the " Safety

Analysis" section of this report.

Cause(s) of the Situation: Test Data which were reviewed after it was discovered

that the JA jumpers were missing indicates that the jumpers were removed during

a preoperational instrument test to perform a negative step response function

check. Apparently the jumpers were not reinstalled following this test. During

loop calibration and testing, static and increasing T-ave signals were verified;

decreasing T-ave signal, which would have identified the ommission of the jumpers

was not verified. The purpose of the calibration is to verify that at a predetermined

setpcint the required action occurs. A negative T-ave input to the circuit would

not have accomplished that end; therefore, no value was anticipated in the

performance of that check.

Discovery: The OPDT setpoint is calculated continuously for each of 4 channels,

a id can be plotted as a function of time. Ordinarily following a reactor trip

this parameter is not reviewed, but in this case the investigator was looking

for a signal anomaly which would be common irput to both OPDT and OTDT. A spike

roxu s .
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appeared in channels A and D of OPDT coincident with the reactor trip. No real 3

significance was initially attached to this spike, other than the fact that the

spike appeared in only 2 of 4 channels, because: 1) the spike looked like a common

post-trip electric power spike and 2) the spike was in the opposite direction than

would have been expected. During a followup investigation of the OPUI spike

(November 26), which included the process control system vendor (Westinghouse)

representative, it became apparent that the setpoints for loops A and D were being

calculated incorrectly. This incorrect calculation was traced back to the absence

of the jumpers.

Post Trip Review

Duke Power has in place a post-trip review program which was originally submitted

to tha NRC in May of 1983 and was in place on January 1, 1984. Specific guidance

on performance of the program is contained in various internal documentation.

The primary purpose of the program is to determine the root cause of the trip, and

to verify that the plant responded properly. In view of those primary objectives,

it was determined that (see Licensee Event Report 50-370/84-31):

a) The trip was not caused or affected by the OPDT anomaly; and

b) Plant control systems responded as expected to the trip. As a result,

the decision to approve plant restart was a reasonable one.

Impact of JA Jumpers on LEAD / LAG C9.rd Output

Lead / Lag circuit cards can be used as bipolar (output can very between plus 10 volts

and minus 10 volts) or unipolar ( a diode is hardwired to the output to limit the

output range to .7 volts to + 10 volts). For all unipolar applications other than

OPDT, .7 is sufficiently cic3e to zero that the unipolar (i.e., outputs in the

O to +10 range) characteristic of the card is satisfied. For the OPDT circuit, the

JA jumper is installed to further limit the output range from exactly 0 to 10 volts.
With the jumper installed, any negative voltage is fed back through an operational

hlCfoiu3664
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amplifier to ensure that the output cannot go negative.

SAFETY ANALYSIS:

A safety evaluation of the increased reactor trip setpoint, which would have

resulted in a longer time to trip for some overcooling transients, has been per-

fomed to assess any adverse impact on the McGuire FSAR Chapter 15 safety analyses.

The design function of the overpower delta T (OPAT) trip is described first in

order to establish the basis for the evaluation of the increased setpoint.

OPAT Design Function

The OPAT reactor trip function, which provides centerline fuel melt protection.

is essentially an equation such that trip occurs when

[ Measured, compensated]>[1.0908 X (nominal AT)]-[ Adjustment for]-[ Adjustment for T lAVE

COLD (0 ""E "E " "'""T ~

AVE AVEHOT

The term of interest is the second one on the right hand side. This term contains

a multiplicative gain factor, denoted in the McGuire Technical Specifications as

K , which should be 0.02/*F for an increasing TAVE, and zero for a decreasing TAVE*5

The omission of a jumper on one of the cards in the Solid State Protection System

r nereasing(SSPS) allowed a negative value for this term for decreasing TAVE.

T the omission of the jumper has no effect. Since the value of the K tem is
AVE 5

subtracted from the nominal cetpoint, the actual setpoint would have been increased

by subtracting a negative number. The maximum value of the increase would have

been 10.5% of the nominal, full power AT. This jumper was omitted on two of the

four McGuire Unit 2 OPAT channels. Only a two of four coincidence is necessary for

the trip to function.
.

Plant Response With Degraded OPAT Setpoint

Figure 1 illustrates both actual and as designed responses of the OPAT setpoint to

As illustrated by the horizontal line at 109.08% of nominal,ramp changes in TAVE.
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" full power AT, the response of the setpoirt to a decreasing TAVE (cooldown event),

when correctly wired (jumper included), is a constant, time-independent value. As

stated above, the time response without the jumper, for relatively slow cooldown

rates, is an increase in the setpoint that approaches an asymptotic value. This

asymptotic value is higher for larger cooldown rates. This behavior is illustrated

by the curve for a 0.5*F/sec cooldown. For relatively fast cooldowns, the response

with the jumper would be similar except that a diode in the circuit card limits the

setpoint increase to the 10.5% amcent mentioned above. This behavior is shown in

the curve for a 1.0*F/sec cooldown. The response of the trip setpoint to a 1.0*F/see

heatup is shown for comparison. Without the diode the 1.0*F/see cooldown curve ,,

would be similar in shape to the 0.5'F/sec curve. The diode however, which was not

affected by the omission of the jumper, limits the response to no more than a 10.5%

increase for any cooldown.

Discussion of Affected Transients
2For the most limiting cooldowa event, the 1.4ft double-ended steam line break from

| hot zero power, analyzed in the FSAR, reactor trip is not predicted to occur on
i

l

OPAT. In fact, credit is not explicity taken for the OPAT trip function in any of

the accidents analyzed in Chapter 15 of the McGuire FSAR. However, WCAP-9226,

" Reactor Core Response to Excessive Secondary Steam Releases", shows that OPAT may

be relied upon to provide protection against DNB (in addition to centerline fuel

melt protection) for some steam line breaks at power.

A break occurring in the main steam system affects the NSSS as an increased steam

load, which in turn extracts an increased amount of energy from the reactor cool-
|

| ant system via the steam generators. In the presence of a large negative moderator
!
'

temperature coefficient, typically present at end-of-life (E01.) conditions, the core

power will increase from its initial level due to a positive reactivity insertion
NIC Fomu 366A
C S38
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from cooler water entering the core. Core power increases at a rate related to the

cooldown rate and approaches a level at equilibrium with the net steam generator

cooldown rate. During this time margin to the trip setpoints from some reactor

[ trips and engineered safeguards systems are decreasing, typically including high
|

neutron flux, OPAT, overtemperature delta T (OTAT), low pressurizer pressure, SI

actuation on low steam line pressure, and, for breaks inside containment, SI actuation
1

cn high containment pressure. |

If a trip setpoint is reached, the reactor trip breakers open and cause the rods to

fall into the core. If the reactor trip is the result of safety injection actuation,

the safety injection pumps and valves are sequenced, feedwater is isolated and the

main steamline isolation valves are tripped closed. The reactor trip causes a rapid

decrease in core power, and the plant approaches hot shutdown conditions.

Plant-specific analyses have been performed for a spectrum of intermediate steam

line breaks at power. It was determined that, for break sizes equal to and greater
2than 0.9ft , reactor trip occurred on SI actuation on low steam line pressure. For

break sizes less than 0.4ft , either no trip was necessary (and no safety limit was

exceeded), or a trip occurred on low-low steam generator level. For breaks inside

containment, in the size range of interest, reactor trip occurs on SI actuation on

high containment pressure. Thus OPAT provides the reactor trip function only for

breaks 0.4ft - <0.9ft outside containment.

Analysis of Limiting Scenario

The break size range identified above was analyzed at 0.lft intervals. The limiting

break size was found to be the 0.8ft break occurring from an initial full power

condition. This case was reanalyzed with the OPAT trip modeled without the jumper.

fe!C FORM 346a
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The maximum setpoint increase for the resulting cooldown rate was 5.6% of nominal
,

full power AT. Thus the diode limit illustrated in Figure 1 was not reached for

this cooldown rate. In addition all steam line breaks in the 0.4ft to 1.0ft
~

| range were conservatively reanalyzed assuming that the OPAT setpoint was raised by
-

the maximum amount of 10.5% of nominal, full power AT. Even though this assumption is

more limiting than the actual conditions, reactor trip occurred on OTAT before any
safety limits ware reached.

In summary, the omission of the jumper on the OPAT trip card would not have affected

plant safety since:

Two unaffected OPLT channels would most likely have been availableo

to provide the 2/4 coincidence needed for reactor trip.

The OPAT is only necessary to~ provide reactor trip for a narrowo

range of accidents, 0.4ft to 0.8ft steam line breaks outside

( containment occurring at power.

The entire spectrum of breaks which rely on the affected tripo

were reanalyzed with a degraded setpoint more limiting than the

one which would have resulted from the missing jumper. This re-

analysis showed that reactor trip still occurred (on OTAT) before

any safety limit was reached.

There would have been no radiological consequences associated with these events and

activity is contained within the fuel rods and reactor coolant system within design.

limits. Thus the health and safety of the public were not affected.
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Corrective Action:

Unit 1 OPDT circuits were verified to have the JA jumpers installed, the procedure used

to calibrate the OPDT circuitry has been changed to verify the installation of the JA

jumper, and to test using a decreasing T-ave input signal.
-

All loops other than OPDT using a lead lag card were verified to not require the JA

. jumper. All other jumper applications were reviewed to determine if present testing

would identify a missing jumper. The input / output checks completed under existing

procedures verify that all other jumpers are installed correctly. .

A procedure philosophy and methodology guideline for the Process Control System is .,

being written by Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel. All system procedures will

be reviewed, and rewritten as necessary, to conform to this guideline with respect to

consistency, uniformity, and human factors.
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CHARLOTTE N.C. 28242
HAL B. TUCKER TELEPHONE

y . - vxa remement (704) 073-4531

December 26, 1984

Document Control Desk
. U. S.JNuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, .D. C. 20555

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 2
Docket No. 50-370
LER 370/84-30

. Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections' (a)(1) and (d), attached is Licensee Event
. Report 370/84-30 concerning two channels of overpower differential temperature
instrumentation being inoperable, which is. submitted in accordance with 550.73
(a)(2) (v) . Initial notification of this event was made (pursuant to 50.72
Section (b)(2)(ii)) with. the NRC Operations Center via the ENS on November 27,

,

1984. This event was considered to belof no significance with respect to the
'

health and safety of the public.-

Very truly yours,

est k v
.

Hal.B. Tucker--

L

SAG /mjf

~' Attachment

a cc: LMr. James P. O'Reilly,' Regional Administrator
-U. S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II

,

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite-2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323>

Records Cen'ert

. Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite-1500-

Atlanta,' Georgia 303394

M&M Nuclear Consuli. ants
.1221 Avenue of the Americas

[fl
--New York, New York 10020
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Document Control Dsek.,

December 27, 1984
-Page 2

4

- cc: Mr.' W. T. Orders
NRC Resident. Inspector
McGuire Nuclear Station

American Nuclear Insurers -
c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library

-The Exchange, Suite 245
-270 Farmington Avenue
.Farmington, CT 06032
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